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A powerful suite of
safety management tools
on a SaaS platform.
EHS managers are now
empowered with new
levels of insight and control.
Some operations are still using clipboards
and spreadsheets for safety inspections.
Others have made the move to basic
entry-level safety software.
Safety Indicators helps them both rise from
the data complexity trap to the leading edge
of enlightened EHS management.
Explore the intuitive interface, with its
surprising range of functions and options.
Open the mobile app for completing
inspections and other work in the field.
And check out the purpose-built Modules
that work together to make your work easier.

NEXT

Get on board now for the inevitable future
of safety management.
HIGH-LEVEL Identify incident trends and recurring safety performance issues at a glance
ANALYTICS FOR Focus your analysis on company safety, not on just the inspections themselves
REDUCING Turn lagging indicators into leading indicators to help prevent future injuries
FUTURE RISK
View color-coded data charts and summaries to gain insights and set priorities

AUTOMATED
FUNCTIONS FOR
STREAMLINED
OPERATIONS

All data from the field is immediately uploaded and compiled for easy access
Safety Managers designate who will receive which reports and alerts
Each stakeholder’s dashboard is configurable to show just the data they need
You can set performance targets, and know when they’re not met – and why
System protocols ensure accountability, and track issues so they aren’t neglected
Use one integrated system
for multiple worksites,
departments and projects
Easily handle OSHA and
other unique reporting
requirements

NEXT

More useful and configurable safety
features than any other EHS software.
ONLY PAY FOR
THE MODULES
YOU NEED

GET EXPERT
SUPPORT
EVERY STEP OF
THE WAY

Audits/Inspections Module
Create custom forms, then capture inspection results on the mobile app
Observations Module
Use employees as an extra set of eyes to report emerging safety concerns
Corrective Actions Module
Assign remediation tasks, and receive alerts if they’re not quickly completed
Incidents Module
Manage injuries, property damage and other incidents from beginning to end
Training Tracking Module
Automatically assign each employee’s training courses and monitor compliance
Documents Archive Module
Save Safety Data Sheets and other safety docs for easy access and distribution
Equipment Inspections Module
Use your phone to scan QR codes to bring up inspection areas and history

We get you up and running, including transferring your current safety data
We’ll configure the flexible options to suit your industry and company
You’ll have access to helpful tutorials for safety managers and other users
You get live US-based support from your own Customer Success Manager

Put all that collected data to work, and see
what you’ve been missing.
LEARN MORE
ABOUT SAFETY
INDICATORS

Have Any Questions? Call 1-833-723-3938 for pricing options, and
to discuss your company’s unique EHS challenges.
Curious how it works? Schedule a live, personalized demo at
SafetyIndicators.com then decide if you like what you see.

